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Alpha Delt Looks Toward The Future
Alpha Delt entered the first spring
semester of the new millennium with
strength and confidence. As the school
term began, the brotherhood united to pull
together a pledge class of 24, our largest in
many years and the third largest on campus. We soon found out that with a pledge
class of this size, it takes a tremendous
amount of work and dedication to ensure
that the process runs smoothly. Fortunately, this year we have had a strong senior
class to help guide us.
Overall, the brotherhood is in very
good shape. Although there are fewer
brothers living in the house than in recent
years, they are taking much more active
roles in fraternity affairs. With more active
in-house brothers and supportive upper-

classmen, the future of the chapter is
assured.
The brotherhood has recently been gearing up to bring back the great tradition of
Victory Club. We have elected three brothers to organize the event to ensure that
every last detail gets taken care of. All three
have worked diligently, with guidance from
John Dyson ’65 and previous Victory Club
chairs, and we expect this semester’s Victory Club to be a great success.
The future of the brotherhood looks
very bright, and the fraternity will continue
to strive for excellence in the years to
come.
Henrik Aittola ’01
Undergraduate President

Millennial Pledge Class Boasts Diversity, Talent
As the last class of the millennium, we
are very proud to be the last probationary
members of the millennium. Led by
Pledge Captains Stephen Guijarro and
Nick Kohan, our class comprises a diverse group of talented individuals.
First of all, we have members from all
over the country. Nick Kohan, Drew
Boortz, and Josh Kweller come all the
way from Southern California. Other
states that are represented by this year’s
pledge class are New York, Maine, New
Jersey, Maryland, Missouri, Pennsylvania,
and Florida. There are three sophomores,
one junior, and 18 freshmen. We cover
three grades and all regions of the country.
We also have some athletic talent in
our pledge class. Josh Kweller and Garret
Cox are both on the varsity crew team.
Joe LaMagna is an aspiring star on the
varsity track team. We also have three
soccer players: Nick Matuszczak transferred from Eastern Mennonite University, where he played varsity soccer for two

Rudy Koch shows James Jerabek how
cool he is.

years, and Nick Kohan and Ian Clarke
have hopes of making the Cornell varsity
next fall. Tom Pipala is an expert rock
climber who competes in timed events.
Ryan Welner is on the Cornell cycling
team. Carl Brutsaert has had his picture
taken in a popular skateboarding magazine, Thrasher. Tommy Warden is our
only ROTC member. He is in the Air
Force ROTC.
James Jerabek, Rob Dunn, and Adam
Deutsch are our resident scholars. All
three are on their way to achieving 4.0
GPAs this semester. We all could learn
from their study habits. M. Scott Berkowitz, Jake Schtevie, Nate Ruell, and
Justin Krieger are our charmers, and their
ease with the opposite sex makes us all
jealous. We have weekly classes taught by
these four so we can all learn the skills
and techniques they use to attract women.
As pledges we are very proud of our
skills and abilities, and we hope we can
proudly represent Alpha Delta Phi in this
new millennium.
Nicholas Philips Kohan

Julian Asano and
Ben Heinz enjoy
another Kodak
moment.

What It Means To
Be A Pledge
When I first came to the house
during rush week, I was a little
apprehensive. There were so many
people there, brothers and nonbrothers, that I didn’t think anyone
would even talk to me. I was a little
shy and wasn’t quite sure what to
do.
After a little while, some people
came up to me and started talking
to me. These men were very friendly, and they showed me around the
house. They told me that they had
been in my position just last year,
very apprehensive and not quite
sure what to do. I learned that there
was nothing to worry about
because everyone in the house had
been in the same situation. These
reassuring words made me feel
welcome.
It’s no joke that pledging is very
time-consuming; it seems almost as
much work as a three-credit class.
But the work is necessary, and
every little task has some meaning
to it, even though it may not be
apparent at the time. There is a lot
more to pledging, though, than performing tasks; there are more subtleties to it. You are able to learn
lots about the brothers just by asking them simple questions. You
also have opportunities to hang out
with them and see what they like to
do for fun. You get to find out that
they’re a lot like you, after all.
Chad Kaser

